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1. Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA)
1.1

What is JSNA?

The purpose of the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) is to provide an objective view of
the health and wellbeing needs of the population. JSNA identifies “the big picture” in terms of the
health and wellbeing needs and inequalities of a local population. It provides an evidence base for
commissioners to commission services, according to the needs of the population.
A JSNA is not a needs assessment of an individual, but a strategic overview of the local
community need – either geographically such as local authority / localities or for specific groups
such as younger or older people or people from different backgrounds.

1.2

South Devon and Torbay JSNA

The 2014/15 JSNA is made up of a suite of documents and tools which cover the South Devon
and Torbay community as shown in Figure 1. The area of South Devon and Torbay represents a
natural community around the main acute care provider – Torbay hospital. The area includes part
of the two district authority areas of South Hams and Teignbridge, part of Devon County Council
and the Unitary Authority area of Torbay.

Figure 1 - An overview of the South Devon and Torbay area
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1.2.1 South Devon and Torbay community areas
Within the South Devon and Torbay area, there are five locality areas. These locality areas are
based on the population’s access to primary care, including their GP. The points on the map
represent the GP practices across South Devon and Torbay and the respective locality areas as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Localities within South Devon and Torbay
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1.3

JSNA narratives

The 2014/15 JSNA narratives for South Devon and Torbay have been designed to be standalone
overviews. These overviews identify the needs and challenges experienced by different age
groups across the life course as shown in Figure 3. The following overviews can be accessed
using this link: http://www.southdevonandtorbay.info/needs-assessment/jsna-narratives/

Figure 3 - South Devon and Torbay JSNA narrative overview documents
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1.4

JSNA area and topic based summaries

To accompany the JSNA narrative overviews, there is more detailed area based (e.g. Torquay)
and topic based (e.g. Alcohol) summaries which can be accessed using the following links:



1.5

http://www.southdevonandtorbay.info/needs-assessment/areacommunity-based-overviews/
http://www.southdevonandtorbay.info/needs-assessment/topic -based-overviews/

JSNA interactive tools

To provide an interactive element, the JSNA also includes area based tools which can be used to
interrogate the data for a user’s specific requirements. The geography areas used in the tools and
their abbreviations are shown in Table 1 for reference. There are currently three types of
interactive tool which collectively display a variety of data over a range of geography levels as
shown in Table 2 below.
The tools can be accessed using this link:
http://www.southdevonandtorbay.info/interactive-tools/
Table 1 - Geography abbreviations and average area counts used in JSNA interactive tools

Geography area

Abbreviated
geography name

Average resident
population

Lower Super Output Area

LSOA

1,500

Electoral Ward

Ward

5,500

Clinical Commissioning Group Locality

Locality

54,500

Torbay Unitary Authority

Torbay

131,500

South Devon and Torbay Clinical Commissioning Group

CCG

272,500

Table 2 - Data display and geography level used in JSNA interactive tools

Tool type

Tool name

Data display

Assets – children’s centres, pupil Postcode
and referral units, schools, youth (assets)
people centres

Children
young
assets

Community asset

Home and
assets

Health
assets

Population

Profile

Geography level

LSOA – deprivation, age groups
LSOA
Assets – domiciliary care, nursing Postcode
care homes, residential homes
(assets)

points

points

LSOA – deprivation, age groups
LSOA
Assets – A&E, dentist, GP
Postcode points
practice,
opticians,
pharmacy,
service
urgent care (MIU)

Resident
population
GP
registered
population
LSOA and Ward
profile
Locality profile

LSOA – deprivation, age groups

LSOA

Mid-year resident population

LSOA, Ward, Locality,
Torbay, CCG

End-year registered population

Locality, Torbay, CCG

Demography and health data

LSOA, Ward

Demography and health data

Locality
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2. Community asset tools
2.1

Description

The community asset tools provide point in time, area based analysis of health indicators as well
as the location of physical assets in South Devon and Torbay. Asset maps essentially provide two
different types of data within the one map. The data can be used individually (just LSOA data or
just physical assets plotted on a Google map background) or in combination (LSOA data overlaid
with physical assets). They can be a good way of graphically connecting (on an ecological level)
an asset with demographic or health data to make best use of the asset or highlight potential gaps
in community assets. This area based evidence can be used to inform local strategy, plan
services, tailor preventative intervention and aid funding bid applications.
There are currently three community asset tools which are either age group or service specific:




Children and young people assets (0-24 years)
Home and care assets (all ages but generally covering the older population)
Health and service assets (all ages)

Figure 4 gives an overview of what to expect from the community asset tools with section 2.4
giving more detail on individual features within the tools.

Figure 4 – infographic of health and service asset tool
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2.2

Assets

An asset can be described as resources, skills and experience available within a community. The
community asset map is only able to plot physical assets (which have a postcode) that could be
used to benefit the health of a community.

2.3

Interpreting asset maps

As an example, Figure 5 shows the location of Children’s Centres overlaid over Income
Deprivation affecting Children. The map covers South Devon and Torbay but has been zoomed to
hover over the Torbay Unitary boundary.

Figure 5 - Children's centres (assets) and income deprivation affecting children (LSOA data) from the Children and Young
People asset tool
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2.3.1 Asset map (Children’s Centres and Income Deprivation Affecting Children)
The asset map tells us that Children’s Centres are located in areas that are amongst the highest in
South Devon and Torbay for deprivation affecting children (highlighted red – lower deprivation
rank = more deprived). This is encouraging as Children’s Centres should be located based on
areas with higher levels of deprivation. The map does, however, suggest that there is only one
Children’s Centre in Paignton and that the ward of Blatchcombe may potentially benefit from a
Children’s Centre or an equivalent asset to support the needs of the community.

2.4

Tool elements

2.4.1 Selecting LSOA map data
To select different LSOA indicator data to map, please select the LSOA data button (arrow –
Figure 6) and scroll to the desired indicator. Indicators are themed by JSNA life course chapters
(e.g. Population Overview, Starting Well, etc.). This will then map the selected indicator.

Figure 6 - screenshot for selecting LSOA data in asset map tools

2.4.2 Filtering LSOA map data
Once LSOA data has been selected, this can be filtered by South Devon and Torbay locality area
(see section 1.2.1). Select the Filter LSOA data button (arrow – Figure 7) and click the desired
locality area. This filter will then be applied to the LSOA data and the map will automatically zoom
to the filtered locality area. An example of LSOA data filtered to Torquay locality is shown in
Figure 7 over the page.
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Figure 7 - screenshot for filtering LSOA data in the asset map tools

2.4.3 Formatting map data
2.4.3.1
Map colour palettes
Blue is the default colour palette used by the interactive tools; however this can be changed using
the cog icon in the right hand corner of the legend (first arrow – figure 8). This will open a window
to select a different colour palette. This can be helpful when looking at deprivation which has a
clear better or worse polarity (green for better and red for worse) or for creating greater contrast
between LSOA data and asset point data.
The direction of the colour palette can also be flipped using the arrows in the right hand corner of
the colour palette window (second arrow – Figure 8) from light to dark or vice versa if this suits the
data better.

Figure 8 - screenshot of formatting a map colour palette in the asset map tools
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2.4.3.2
Map data breaks
Quantiles (values which divide the distribution such that there is a given proportion of observations
below the quantile, e.g. two quantiles = median [50% below the quantile], five quantiles = quintiles
[20% below the quantile]). Quintiles are the default data break used by the interactive tools. Data
breaks can be changed using the cog icon in the right hand corner of the legend (see first arrow in
Figure 9, section 2.4.3.1). Select the text options at the top to change the spread of the data in the
map (first arrow - Figure 9).
The number of data/colour categories can be increased or reduced from the default five (quintiles)
using the plus and minus symbols (second arrow - Figure 9).

Figure 9 - screenshot of formatting data spread and number of data breaks in the asset map tools

2.4.3.3
Adding additional boundaries to LSOA maps
Map boundaries can be overlaid over LSOA data to help provide context. To select a ward,
community area, locality or Torbay boundary, please tick or un-tick the required boundary in the
legend (arrow – Figure 10). Unfortunately boundary colours cannot be altered therefore it may be
necessary to change the map colour palette to help the boundary line stand out.

Figure 10 - screenshot of adding a ward boundary to
map (applicable to all tools)
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2.4.4 Using the LSOA bar chart
The Bar chart (LSOA data) in asset tools shows the spread of an LSOA indicator across the South
Devon and Torbay footprint. The bar chart works interactively with the LSOA map whereby if an
area was selected on the map; this would be highlighted in orange on the bar chart. Similarly if a
bar(s) were selected in the bar chart, the area(s) these refer to would be highlighted with an
orange border on the map. This can be useful for highlighting the areas that are highest and
lowest for a specified LSOA indicator as illustrated in Figure 11 (yellow circles) below.

Figure 11 - screenshot of selecting the highest and lowest LSOA indicator areas in the bar chart which are then
selected in the map and vice versa

2.4.5 Selecting/filtering Asset point data
When an asset map tool is first opened, all assets (shown as coloured circles) will be plotted on
the map. This may be confusing to interpret; therefore it is useful to filter on a particular asset type,
e.g. Primary Schools or Children’s Centres. To select a single asset type, select the Filter asset
points button (arrow – Figure 12) and click the desired asset type such as Children’s Centres.

Figure 12 - screenshot of selecting/filter assets in the asset map tool
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2.4.6 Formatting asset point data
Asset point colours can also be changed using the cog in the right hand corner of the asset legend
(first arrow - Figure 12). This will open a window which allows the selection of a different colour
palette. This can be a useful way to create greater contrast between LSOA map data and asset
point data.
The size of the asset points can be increased or reduced by using the plus and minus symbols
underneath the colour palette options (second arrow – Figure 12).

Figure 12 - screenshot of formatting asset point colour palette in the
asset map tools

2.4.7 Using the Asset Information table
The Asset Information table gives more information on an individual asset including the name, the
locality where the asset is based as well as the address and postcode. When assets are filtered,
only the filtered assets will appear in the table, e.g. Children’s Centres (Figure 13).

Figure 13 - screenshot of Asset Information table for assets points that have been filtered by Children's
Centre
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2.4.8 Exporting/printing tool elements
There is not an option to export individual tool elements (e.g. a map or bar chart) into a .jpg or .png
file which can be saved and inserted into other documents. Cropping screen shots or using the
Snipping Tool (available from IT) are still the most effective options available for inserting tool
elements into other documents/presentations or for printing.
2.4.8.1
Taking a screenshot
Taking a screenshot can be dependent on the keyboard or computer type. For those who are
unfamiliar, there are a few options for taking a screenshot listed below:


Press the PrtScn (Print Screen) button on the keyboard and copy into the designated
document/presentation;



Press the Ctrl (Control) button on the keyboard, hold and press the PrtScn/Print Screen
button as well and copy into the designated document/presentation;



Press the Alt button on the keyboard, hold and press the PrtScn/Print Screen button as well
and copy into the designated document/presentation (if you have a dual screen monitor,
this will only take a screenshot from the screen you are on);



Press the Fn button on a laptop keyboard, hold and press PrtScn/Print Screen button as
well and copy into the designated document/presentation.

If none of these methods work, please research your keyboard or laptop brand for more
information.
2.4.8.2
Cropping a screenshot
Once a screenshot is pasted into MS Word/PowerPoint or the software package of your choice,
please use the packages cropping tool to crop the screen shot to the desired size. In MS Word or
PowerPoint 2010, click the screenshot, select the cropping tool (first arrow - Figure 14) and drag
the thick black lines to the desired size (additional arrows).

Figure 14 - infogram of screenshot, cropping function and cropped screenshot (applicable to all tools)
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2.4.8.3
Print preview
There is a print preview option in the asset map tools; however the printed results do not replicate
the window output. It is recommended that cropped screen shots are pasted into MS Word, if
a whole screen or individual tool element is required to be printed.
2.4.9 Exporting Excel data
As well as graphical display of data, all interactive tools have an option to export the raw data into
MS Excel format. This allows the opportunity to create personalised tables and charts using the
same data that is presented in the map, bar chart or table in the asset map tools. Select the
Export data button (first arrow – Figure 15) and click open to view the raw Excel data.

Figure 15 - screenshot of exporting raw MS Excel data (applicable to all tools)

2.4.3 Indicator methodology

2.4.10 Indicator methodology
The methodology or source of data used to create the statistics shown in all interactive tools are
available by selecting the Metadata button and this will automatically open a PDF metadata
document (arrow – Figure 16) which provides this information.

Figure 16 - screenshot of accessing metadata (applicable to all tools)
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2.4.11 Tool instructions
All interactive tools contain a Report Information box which gives brief instructions on how to use
each tool (Figure 17). It is recommended that these instructions are used in conjunction with this
guide to optimise the performance and output of each tool.

Figure 17 - screenshot of Report Information box (applicable to all tools)

2.4.12 Troubleshooting tips
The asset map tools are built using HTML 5 so will only be compatible with Internet Explorer 9 and
above. Google Chrome can be downloaded by a user or may require an administrator password
supplied by an organisations IT provider to eliminate this issue. The upside of building tools in
HTML 5 is the ability to use Google maps underneath map data and consistently display tools
using tablets and mobile technology.
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3.

Population tools

3.1

Description

The population tools provide area based analysis of the current and historical resident and GP
registered population of South Devon and Torbay. The key feature of this tool is the age and sex
population distribution that is generated for a selected area. This area based evidence can be
used to inform local strategy, plan services, tailor preventative intervention and aid funding bid
applications.
There are two population tools – these give information on either the resident or GP registered
population. There are subtle differences between the resident and registered population:


Resident population is the most commonly used as this will provide information on the
number or percentage of people that live in a specified geography. E.g. around 132,000
people live within the Torbay boundary.



GP registered population is used in primary care (healthcare) as this provides information
on the number or percentage of people that are registered with a GP practice. This may
mean that a patient who is registered with a Torbay practice, may in fact live outside of
Torbay (such as Kingskerswell), however, they will still be counted in the Torbay GP
registered population. This means that the GP registered population is always larger than
the resident population. E.g. around 146,000 people are registered with a GP practice in
Torbay.

Figure 18 gives an overview of what to expect from the population tools with section 3.4 giving
more detail on individual features within the tools.

Figure 18 - infographic of resident population tool
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3.2

Population pyramids

A population pyramid is a graphical illustration that shows the distribution of various age groups in
a population which forms the shape of a pyramid when the population is growing. They are often
viewed as the most effective way to graphically depict the age and sex distribution of a population,
partly because of the very clear image that they present. The pyramid shape of one population is
often compared to the pyramid shape of another population for comparison, e.g. Torbay compared
to England.

3.3

Interpreting population pyramids

Figure 19 shows a population pyramid taken from the resident population tool. This population
pyramid compares the ward of Wellswood (in Torquay) against the South Devon and Torbay and
England average.

Figure 19 - population pyramid for Wellswood compared to South Devon and Torbay and England in population tools

3.3.1 Population pyramid summary (Wellswood)
In this example, the population pyramid tells us that the population of Wellswood is predominantly
older – the pyramid is top heavy for the older age groups (almost an inverted pyramid). Compared
to the England (red line) and South Devon and Torbay (blue line) population, Wellswood has
proportionately less children and young people under the age of 25 years and proportionately
more adults over the age of 55 years. This information is useful for predicting service usage by the
community and tailoring preventative intervention.

3.4

Tool elements

3.4.1 Selecting map data
To select a different sex, age group and time period to map, please select the Data button and
scroll to the desired indicator (e.g. Females, Under 5, 2010-12 shown by the arrow in Figure 20).
This will then map the selected indicator. LSOA level data is the default data display in the
resident population tool and Locality level data is the default data display in the GP registered
population tool. Please see section 3.4.3 for how to change the geography level that is shown in
the map (e.g. Ward, Torbay, etc.).
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Figure 20 – screenshot of selecting a sex specific age-group to map in population tools

The map should be used in conjunction with the legend (Figure 21). In this example, darker areas
on the map indicate areas with the greatest proportion of females under the age of five years for
the time period 2010-2012.

Figure 21 - screenshot of the LSOA legend in relation to females under 5 years 2010-2012 in population
tools
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3.4.2 Selecting population pyramid data
To select a population pyramid select the desired area on the map (arrow - Figure 22) and the age
and sex distribution for that selected area will appear. The proportion of males (blue) and females
(red) in each age group will be shown for the selected area.

Figure 22 - screenshot of selecting an LSOA area to produce a population pyramid in population tools

3.4.2.1
Selecting a population pyramid comparator area
To make this data more meaningful, please select a comparison area by clicking a comparator in
the Comparison area select legend (arrow – Figure 23). Blue or red bars which under or over-lap
the comparator outline suggest age groups that are proportionately below or above what we would
expect compared to the chosen comparator area.

Figure 23 - screenshot of selecting a comparator area to overlay the population pyramid in population tools

3.4.3 Selecting geography levels for map/pyramid data
The population tools provide data for different geography levels (see Section 1.5, Table 2). To
select a different geography level to be mapped and be represented as a population pyramid,
please select the Geography button and click the desired geography level (e.g. Ward shown by
the arrow in Figure 24).
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Figure 24 - screenshot of selecting ward level data to be used in the map/population pyramid in population tools

3.4.4 Population change overtime
The horizontal time period bar above the population pyramid shows an area’s population change
over time. To animate the population pyramid over time, select the arrow on the far left of the time
period bar (first arrow – Figure 25). A specific year can also be selected on the bar (second arrow)
as an alternative to selecting a time period using the Data button. See Section 3.4.1.

Figure 25 - screenshot of the interactive time period toolbar in population tools

3.4.5 Formatting map data
See section 2.4.3, page 11.
3.4.6 Exporting/printing tool elements
See section 2.4.8, page 15.
3.4.7 Exporting Excel data
See section 2.4.9, page 16.
3.4.8 Indicator methodology
See section 2.4.10, page 16.
3.4.9 Tool instructions
See section 2.4.11, page 17.
3.4.10 Troubleshooting tips
See section 2.4.12, page 17.
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4.

Profile tools

4.1

Profile tools

The profile tools provide point in time, area based health summaries as well as individual indicator
comparison for South Devon and Torbay. The key feature of this tool is the indicator spine chart
that is generated for a selected area. This shows if an area is significantly different compared to
the South Devon and Torbay average for a range of health and demographic indicators. This area
based evidence can be used to inform local strategy, plan services, tailor preventative intervention
and aid funding bid applications.
There are two profile tools which cover different geography areas and indicators:



LSOA and Ward profile tool (contains a select range of indicators dependent on numbers)
Locality profile tool (contains the full range of indicators)

Please refer to Table 2 (section 1.5) for more information on abbreviated geography areas.
Figure 26 gives an overview of what to expect from the population tools with section 4.4 giving
more detail on individual features within the tools.

Figure 26 - infographic of LSOA and Ward profile tool
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4.2

Spine charts

Spine charts are a creative way of displaying a number of different numerical indicators against a
benchmark in a relatively simple format. In the case of the South Devon and Torbay JSNA, the
spine chart offers a quick visual reference for a geography area such as an LSOA, Ward or
Locality area. Where indicators are shown to be significantly different from the average (in this
case South Devon & Torbay average) we can use this information to help build a picture of the
community and the environment, the risks that affect health and wellbeing and give an estimate of
the burden of disease and mortality for a particular area.

4.3

Interpreting spine charts

Figure 27 shows an example of a spine chart taken from the LSOA and Ward profile tool. This
spine chart compares the ward of Berry Head-with-Furzeham (in Brixham) against the South
Devon and Torbay average for a range of indicators.

Figure 27 - Berry Head-with-Furzeham spine chart taken from the LSOA and ward profile tool
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4.3.1 Spine chart symbols
The following text describes the key symbols used in the spine chart in Figure 26:
Vertical Lines – The South Devon and Torbay average is depicted by the central black line of the
spine chart shown in Figure 27. The Torbay average is depicted by the orange line.
Circles – The value for each Berry Head-with-Furzeham indicator is shown in the table (Value)
and depicted by a circle symbol in the spine chart. The significance of this indicator compared to
the South Devon and Torbay average is highlighted by the colour of the symbol, shown in the key
below the Indicator column. The significance of indicators can be categorised as follows:




Significantly worse/better (clear negative or positive association with health)
Significantly higher/lower
Not significantly different

Bars – The grey shaded bars show the value range for the specified geography level (such as
LSOA, Ward, Locality) that makes up the South Devon and Torbay area. This will show the
minimum and maximum value (shaded light grey) for South Devon and Torbay and the middle
50% (shaded dark grey), often referred to as the interquartile range (IQR). We should pay
particular attention to areas which fall out with the IQR, particularly the extreme values, as these
are somewhat different from the norm. This is not as informative in the Locality Spine Chart as
the range is only made up of five areas.
4.3.2 Spine chart summary (Berry Head-with-Furzeham)
The spine chart tells us that, for most indicators, Berry Head-with Furzeham is not significantly
different from South Devon and Torbay (shown by the pale yellow circles); however there are
some significant differences which may help to build a picture of the people in the area, their
behaviours, their health state and the environment they live in.
Berry Head-with-Furzeham has significantly more:





people living in private rented accommodation;
people with a long-term health problem or disability;
people who self-reported bad or very bad health status;
people who are lone parents with dependent children.

Berry Head-with-Furzeham has significantly less:




people from Black Minority Ethnic (BME) background;
people living in social rented accommodation;
children aged less than 5 years of age.

Essentially the spine chart has generated a quick and fairly robust health summary of Berry Headwith-Furzeham which could be used to highlight population groups that would benefit from public
health intervention.
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4.4

Tool elements

4.4.1 Selecting map data
To select different LSOA, ward (both geography levels available in the LSOA and Ward profile
tool) or Locality (available in Locality profile tool) indicator data to map, please select the data
button (arrow – Figure 28) and scroll to your desired indicator. Indicators are themed by JSNA life
course chapters (e.g. Population Overview, Starting Well, etc.). This will then map the selected
indicator.

Figure 28 - screenshot for selecting map data in profile tools

4.4.2 Filtering map data
Once map data has been selected, this can be filtered by ward or locality (in the LSOA and Ward
profile tool) and by Torbay or South Devon and Torbay CCG in the Locality profile tool. Select the
Filter data button (arrow – Figure 29) and click the desired filter area. This filter will then be
applied to the map data and the map will automatically zoom to the filtered area. An example of
LSOA data filtered to Wellswood ward in Torquay is shown in Figure 28.

Figure 29 - screenshot for filtering map data in population tools (LSOA data filtered to Ward)
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4.4.3 Selecting geography levels for map data (LSOA and Ward profile tool)
The LSOA and Ward profile tool provides data at LSOA and ward level (see Section 1.5, Table 2).
To select a different geography level to be mapped and be represented as a spine chart, please
select the Geography button and click the desired geography level (arrow – Figure 30). The
Locality profile tool does not offer data at different geography levels – only locality level.

Figure 30 - screenshot of selecting a different geography level in the LSOA and Ward profile tool

4.4.4 Selecting spine chart data
To select a spine chart click the desired area on the map and the spine chart for that selected area
will appear (arrow - Figure 31). Figure 31 is an example of ward (e.g. Wellswood) level data.

Figure 31 - screenshot of selecting a ward area to produce a spine chart in profile tools
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4.4.4.1
Filtering spine chart data
The spine chart is organised by JSNA life course chapter and can be filtered by chapter to
minimise the data display. By clicking the chapter name, e.g. Population Overview, this will
minimise the indicators relating to this chapter so they will not be displayed in the spine chart. Reclicking will re-open the specified chapter in the spine chart.
Figure 32 is only displaying data for the Starting Well and Developing Well chapters. This can be
particularly useful when taking screenshots of the spine chart as you will be unable to capture the
full indicator set for documents or printing (see Section 4.4.8).

Figure 32 - screenshot of a filtered spine chart in profile tools

4.4.4.2
Comparing geography areas in the spine chart
Select one area on the map to display in the spine chart, then press the Ctrl button on the
keyboard and select another area for comparison. This will display the first area in the top indicator
row in the spine chart, followed by the second area underneath (Figure 33). This example shows a
range of indicators for the ward of Wellswood compared to the ward of Shipay-with-the-Willows.
The first indicator shown in Figure 33 (arrow) is for Multiple Deprivation. The spine chart highlights
that the ward of Wellswood (top row) has significantly worse (red circle) levels of multiple
deprivation compared to the South Devon and Torbay average (black central line) whereas
Shipay-with-the-Willows has significantly better (green circle) levels of multiple deprivation. The
same area comparison is given for all indicators in the spine chart, e.g. Fuel poverty.
4.4.5 Using the bar chart
The bar chart shows the distribution of a chosen indicator – an indicator is selected by using the
Data button (see Section 4.4.1) or selecting the indicator text in the spine chart. When an area or
areas (additional areas can be selected by holding Ctrl on the keyboard while clicking additional
areas) are selected in the map, these will be displayed in orange in the bar chart. This shows,
compared to all areas in South Devon and Torbay, where a particular LSOA, Ward or Locality sits
in relation to others across the footprint. This also allows the selection of min and max (tails of the
bar chart) areas for each indicator on the bar chart which will then be displayed in orange on the
map (Figure 34).
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Figure 33 - screenshot of a spine chart comparing two areas (Wellswood with Shipay-with-the-Willows) in the LSOA and Ward
profile tool

Figure 34 - screenshot of selecting min and max wards for an indicator in the bar chart to display in the map in the LSOA
and Ward profile tool
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4.4.6 Using the pie chart
The pie chart can be used to identify different indicator quintiles in the map. For example, if we
wanted to know which areas were in the top 20% most deprived in South Devon and Torbay,
make sure that the indicator English Indices of Multiple Deprivation was selected using the Data
button (see Section 4.4.1) or selecting the indicator text in the spine chart. Next, select the darkest
blue section of the pie chart which corresponds to the highest deprivation scores in the legend.
This will then highlight the most deprived areas in South Devon and Torbay on the map (Figure
35). Similarly, if the lightest blue (almost grey) segment of the pie chart were selected, this would
display the 20% least deprived areas in the bar chart and the map.

Figure 35 - screenshot of selecting a quintile in the pie chart to highlight wards in the bar chart and map in the
LSOA and Ward profile tool

4.4.7 Formatting map data
Map colour palettes unfortunately cannot be changed in profile tools as they are built in
Flash.
4.4.7.1
Adding additional boundaries to LSOA maps
See Section 2.4.3.3, page 12. No additional contrast can be given to boundary lines as map colour
palettes cannot be altered (see above).
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4.4.8 Exporting/printing tool elements
There is an option to export individual tool elements (e.g. a map or bar chart) into a .jpg or .png file
which can be saved and inserted into other documents. To export please select the Export report
element button (arrow – Figure 36), this will then give a drop down menu to export a whole screen
or individual element. There is also an option to select a JPEG or PNG file to export (bottom arrow
– Figure 36).

Figure 36 - screenshot of exporting tool elements in profile tools

4.4.8.1
Exporting the spine chart
The Locality profile tool allows the export of the spine chart using the above method (Section
4.4.8). The export function will only export what is currently visible on the screen. It is advised that
only the chapters of relevance are opened in the spine chart (see Section 4.4.4.1 on filtering spine
chart data) and the spine chart area is maximised. To maximise the spine chart area, use the
arrows at each edge of the spine chart and stretch to fill the screen (arrows – Figure 37). This will
overlap over the other tool elements such as the map and bar chart but can be reduced once you
are finished. Once you are happy with the display, export the spine chart to your desired file
location.

Figure 37 - screenshot of maximising the spine chart area for export or screenshot in profile tools
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Unfortunately the spine chart export fails in the LSOA and Ward profile tool (having two
geography levels in one tool confuses the export). Please use the above Locality profile
tool tips on filtering and maximising the spine chart in conjunction with taking and
cropping a screenshot detailed in Section 2.4.6.1 and 2.4.6.2, Page X.
4.4.8.2
Print preview
There is no print preview option in the profile tools. It is recommended that cropped screen
shots (see Section 2.4.6.1 and 2.4.6.2) are pasted into MS Word, if a whole screen or
individual tool element is required to be printed.
4.4.9 Exporting Excel data
See section 2.4.9, page 16.
4.4.10 Indicator methodology
See section 2.4.10, page 16.
4.4.11 Tool instructions
See section 2.4.11, page 17.
4.4.12 Troubleshooting tips
The profile tools are built in Flash so will be compatible with earlier versions of Internet Explorer
(e.g. Internet Explorer 7 and 8). The downside of building tools in Flash is the inability to use
Google maps underneath map data and display may be compromised using tablets and mobile
technology.
The intention is to re-build profile tools in HTML 5 when the spine chart functionality becomes
available from Instant AtlasTM.
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5.

Aggregating data to new geographies (e.g. Towns)

New geographies can be built from LSOA and Ward level data which has been exported into Excel
format (see Section 2.4.9).

5.1

Aggregating LSOA data

Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) are a statistical area with a mean population of around 1,500.
These are the building blocks that are used to create localities. These can be used to create user
specified local areas such as Hele and Watcombe or to make up the three Torbay towns of
Torquay, Paignton and Brixham. LSOA data is available in all tools expect the GP Registered
Population tool and the Locality Profile tool.
5.1.1 Vlookup formula
The following lookup (Table 3) can be used to aggregate LSOA data to Torbay towns. Copy and
paste Table 3 into the MS Excel workbook (exported from a tool) and use the standard vertical
lookup (vlookup) function (refer to MS Excel Help or internet forums if unsure) to include towns in
the dataset as shown in Column 3 of Figure 38.
Table 3 - LSOA to Torbay town lookup

LSOA code
E01015183
E01015184
E01015185
E01015186
E01015187
E01015188
E01015189
E01015190
E01015191
E01015192
E01015193
E01015194
E01015195
E01015196
E01015197
E01015198
E01015199
E01015200
E01015201
E01015202
E01015203
E01015204
E01015205
E01015206
E01015207
E01015208
E01015209

Tool LSOA label
Berry Head-with-Furzeham LSOA 1
Berry Head-with-Furzeham LSOA 2
Berry Head-with-Furzeham LSOA 3
Berry Head-with-Furzeham LSOA 4
Berry Head-with-Furzeham LSOA 5
Berry Head-with-Furzeham LSOA 6
Berry Head-with-Furzeham LSOA 7
Blatchcombe LSOA 1
Blatchcombe LSOA 2
Blatchcombe LSOA 3
Blatchcombe LSOA 4
Blatchcombe LSOA 5
Blatchcombe LSOA 6
Blatchcombe LSOA 7
Churston-with-Galmpton LSOA 1
Churston-with-Galmpton LSOA 2
Churston-with-Galmpton LSOA 3
Churston-with-Galmpton LSOA 4
Churston-with-Galmpton LSOA 5
Clifton-with-Maidenway LSOA 1
Clifton-with-Maidenway LSOA 2
Clifton-with-Maidenway LSOA 3
Clifton-with-Maidenway LSOA 4
Clifton-with-Maidenway LSOA 5
Cockington-with-Chelston LSOA 1
Cockington-with-Chelston LSOA 2
Cockington-with-Chelston LSOA 3

Torbay town
Brixham
Brixham
Brixham
Brixham
Brixham
Brixham
Brixham
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
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E01015210
E01015211
E01015212
E01015213
E01015214
E01015215
E01015216
E01015217
E01015218
E01015219
E01015220
E01015221
E01015222
E01015223
E01015224
E01015225
E01015226
E01015227
E01015228
E01015229
E01015230
E01015231
E01015232
E01015233
E01015234
E01015235
E01015236
E01015237
E01015238
E01015239
E01015240
E01015241
E01015242
E01015243
E01015244
E01015245
E01015246
E01015247
E01015248
E01015249
E01015250
E01015251
E01015252
E01015253
E01015254
E01015255
E01015256

Cockington-with-Chelston LSOA 4
Cockington-with-Chelston LSOA 5
Cockington-with-Chelston LSOA 6
Cockington-with-Chelston LSOA 7
Ellacombe LSOA 1
Ellacombe LSOA 2
Ellacombe LSOA 3
Ellacombe LSOA 4
Ellacombe LSOA 5
Goodrington-with-Roselands LSOA 1
Goodrington-with-Roselands LSOA 2
Goodrington-with-Roselands LSOA 3
Goodrington-with-Roselands LSOA 4
Goodrington-with-Roselands LSOA 5
Preston LSOA 1
Preston LSOA 2
Preston LSOA 3
Preston LSOA 4
Preston LSOA 5
Preston LSOA 6
Preston LSOA 7
Roundham-with-Hyde LSOA 1
Roundham-with-Hyde LSOA 2
Roundham-with-Hyde LSOA 3
Roundham-with-Hyde LSOA 4
Roundham-with-Hyde LSOA 5
St Marychurch LSOA 1
St Marychurch LSOA 2
St Marychurch LSOA 3
St Marychurch LSOA 4
St Marychurch LSOA 5
St Marychurch LSOA 6
St Marychurch LSOA 7
St Marychurch LSOA 8
St Mary's-with-Summercombe LSOA 1
St Mary's-with-Summercombe LSOA 2
St Mary's-with-Summercombe LSOA 3
St Mary's-with-Summercombe LSOA 4
St Mary's-with-Summercombe LSOA 5
Shiphay-with-the-Willows LSOA 1
Shiphay-with-the-Willows LSOA 2
Shiphay-with-the-Willows LSOA 3
Shiphay-with-the-Willows LSOA 4
Shiphay-with-the-Willows LSOA 5
Shiphay-with-the-Willows LSOA 6
Tormohun LSOA 1
Tormohun LSOA 2

Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Brixham
Brixham
Brixham
Brixham
Brixham
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
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E01015257
E01015258
E01015259
E01015260
E01015261
E01015262
E01015263
E01015264
E01015265
E01015266
E01015267
E01015268
E01015269
E01015270
E01015271

Tormohun LSOA 3
Tormohun LSOA 4
Tormohun LSOA 5
Tormohun LSOA 6
Tormohun LSOA 7
Watcombe LSOA 1
Watcombe LSOA 2
Watcombe LSOA 3
Watcombe LSOA 4
Watcombe LSOA 5
Wellswood LSOA 1
Wellswood LSOA 2
Wellswood LSOA 3
Wellswood LSOA 4
Wellswood LSOA 5

Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay

Figure 38 - screenshot of inserting a new column and performing a vlookup on Torbay towns to add to the export dataset

5.1.2 Sumif formula
Once towns have been included in the dataset using the ‘vlookup’ function (see Section 5.1.1).
Use the standard ‘Sumif’ function (refer to MS Excel Help or internet forums) to aggregate LSOA
data to Torbay town level (Figure 39). Replace “Brixham” in the formula shown in Figure 39 with
“Paignton” or “Torquay” to aggregate the data for these towns.
Please be aware that aggregating percentages, rates or scores (first value column of each
indicator) will give the sum of percentages/rates/scores for each town (Figure 39) – this is
incorrect. Please aggregate (using Sumif) the numerator column, then aggregate the
denominator column. Use the sum of the town numerator and the sum of the town denominator to
calculate the required statistic (e.g. percentage, rate, score etc.). This method will not be suitable
for some indicators which require additional analysis such as Directly Age Standardised Rate or
Life expectancy. Confidence intervals will also require recalculation.
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Figure 39 - screenshot of sumif formula in the export dataset

5.2

Aggregating Ward data

Wards are more commonly used and recognised local areas. In Torbay, Wards can be aggregated
to the three towns of Torquay, Paignton and Brixham. Ward data is only available in the
Resident Population tool and the LSOA and Ward Profile tool.
The following lookup (Table 4 over the page) can be used to aggregate Ward data to Torbay
towns. Please see Section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 for assistance of using lookup tables and aggregating
data.
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Table 4 - Ward to Torbay town lookup

Ward code
E05002098
E05002099
E05002100
E05002101
E05002102
E05002103
E05002104
E05002105
E05002106
E05002107
E05002108
E05002109
E05002110
E05002111
E05002112

6.

Tool Ward label
Berry Head-with-Furzeham
Blatchcombe
Churston-with-Galmpton
Clifton-with-Maidenway
Cockington-with-Chelston
Ellacombe
Goodrington-with-Roselands
Preston
Roundham-with-Hyde
St Marychurch
St Mary's-with-Summercombe
Shiphay-with-the-Willows
Tormohun
Watcombe
Wellswood

Torbay town
Brixham
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Torquay
Torquay
Paignton
Paignton
Paignton
Torquay
Brixham
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay
Torquay

Public Health Intelligence contact details

If further clarification or assistance is required when using the JSNA interactive tools or other
JSNA documents, please do not hesitate to contact the Torbay Public Health Intelligence Team.
Contact details are listed below.
We also welcome feedback, suggestions and new data that could improve the functionality and
usefulness of the JSNA interactive tools and other JSNA documents in the future.


Rachel Bell – Public Health Intelligence Analyst
rachel.bell@torbay.gcsx.gov.uk



Maria Moloney-Lucey – Public Health Analyst
maria.moloney-lucey@torbay.gov.uk



Doug Haines – Public Health Epidemiologist
doug.haines@torbay.gcsx.gov.uk



Public Health Team
publichealth@torbay.gcsx.gov.uk
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